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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This document identifies,ina highlysummarized way, allthedam heldatthe NationalSpace
Science Data Center (NSSDC). These datacover astrophysicsand astronomy, solarand space
physics,planetaryand lunar,and Earth sciencedisciplines.They arcprimarilybut not exclusively
from pastand on-going NASA spaceflightmissions.
We firstidentifyallthedataelectronicallyavailablethroughNSSDCs principalon-line(magnetic
disk-based)and near-line(roboticsjukebox-based)systems and thenthosedataavailableon CD-
ROMs. Finally,we identifyallNSSDC-hdd data,themajorityof which are stillofflineon
magnetic tape,film,etc.,but includethedcctronicallyaccessibleand CI)-ROM-rcsident dataof
earliersections.
These comprehensive identificationsarein theform of two listings,one fortlmmajorityof
NSSDC-held data setsresultingfrom individualinsmn'ncntsflown on individualspacecraftand the
otherfortheremainder of NSSDC-held datasetsthatdo not adhere tothis
spacecraft/experiment/datasethierarchy.The latterlistingispresentedin two parts,one forthe
numerous sourcecatalogsofthe NSSDC-opcrated Astronomical Data Center and theotherforthe
remainder.
Access pathstoallthesedataand tofurtherinformationabout each arcalsogiven intherelated
sections of this data listing.
Note thatthisdocument isa companion totheelcctronically-acccssiblcinformationfiles(in
particular,theNASA Master Directoryand theNSSDC Master Catalog)atNSSDC, which also
identifyNSSDC-residcnt (and other)data.
2.0 ELECTRONICALLY ACCESSIBLE DATA
There are presendy three principal pathways to data electronically accessible from NSSDC. The




































Large volumes of data arc accessible from the NSSDC Data Archive and Distribution Service
(NDADS) consisting of optical disk (12" WORM) jukeboxes. Somewhat fewer data are
permanently available on NSSDCs ANONYMOUS account for DECneVCOPY or for
InterneVP3"P access. Limited data are available from selected menu options of the NSSDC On-
Line Data and Information Service (NODIS). Both NODIS- and ANONYMOUS-accessible dam
are on magnetic disk. It is expected that these three pathways will be somewhat more "integrated"
by the time the next of these listings is generated in another year or two. World Wide Web
(WWW) access to these assets is also provided through the NSSDC WWW home page whose
Universal Resource Locator (URL) is http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov.
NSSDC has placed an emphasis on making additional, high-interest data electronically accessible,
with particular emphasis on NDADS.
2.1 NDADS Data
Key space physics data sets presently available from NDADS include the following:
Key Space Physics Data Sets
IMP 8 magnetometerdata, 15-s resolution
IMP 8 magnetometer data, l-rain resolution
IMP 8 plasmaparameterdata (LANL),2-rain
ISEE 3 magnetometerdata, l-rain resolution
DE 1 Spin-ScanAuroralImager (SAI)data
DE 1 Energeticion CompositionSpectrometer(EICS) data
DE 1 Retardingion Mass Spectrometer(RIMS) data
DE 1 PlasmaWave Instrument(PWI) data
DE 2 VectorElectricFieldInstrument(VEFI) data













Key NDADS-accessible astrophysics data sets are listed below. Typically, they include the basic

















Key NDADS-Accesslble Astrophysics Data Sets
i
(In addition to all "standard" products since 1978, the "Final Archive" versions of the
first regenerated products are now being ingested into NDADS.)
X-ray observations from Position Sensitive Proportional Counter (PSPC) and High
Resolution Imager (HRI) instruments.
Sky Survey Atlas, Faint Source Survey. and many other products.
Large Area Counter X-ray data.
3-13 keV X-ray data.
Solid State Spectrometer (SSS) data.
(Einstein; Imaging Proportional Counter [IPC] and High Resolution Imager [HRI] X-ray
data.)
Data from the antl-coincldence shield surrounding the germanium gamma-ray
spectrometer. The shield serves as an all-sky monitor for solar flares and cosmic
gamma-ray bursts.
Data from the Eady Release observations, including some of the first results ol_ained
with HST cameras, In addition, the spacecraft close-out pictures are available,
UV Spectral Atlas.
Green Bank. Data consist of 1400 MHz sky maps covering the decJination band of -5
degrees to +82 degrees and the 4.85 GHz sky maps covering 0 degree to +75
degrees. Associated documentation is included.
Source catalogs.
The NSSDC Data Archive and Distribution Service (NDADS) consists of a pair of optical disk
jukeboxes (12" WORM) attached to network-accessible VAXes. Data capacity is in excess of
1TB. The primary VAX is a 6410 with node name NDADSA.
Access to data files and to higher level information about NDADS holdings overall and about the
individual data sets is presendy by use of the VMS (or Internet) MAIL utility in adherence to very
specific rules. This MAE,-based interface is called the Automated Retrieval Mail System (ARMS).
Details on its use arc available in the ARMS Manual available in paper by request to
NSSDCJCRUSO and also available via ARMS (see below).
Interactions with the NDADS system begin by SENDing a mail message to
NDADSA::ARCHIVES (or to ARCHIVES@NDADSA.GSFC.NASA.GOV over Internet). The
content of the SUBJ line communicates to the system what service or data set is being requested.
The body (message) of the mail is typically left empty, except when specific files of a data set are
being requested, when the file names should be listed in the body.
Use of "SEND INFORMATION" on the SUBJ line produces general information. Use of
"HOLDINGS" on the SUBJ line produces a high level catalog of the NDADS-accessible data.
Use of "HOLDINGS PROJECT" gives more detailed information on the data sets associated with
the named PROJECT. Use of "MANUAL" on the SUBJ line results in the E-transmission of the
above-referenced ARMS Manual. Use of "REQUEST PROJECT DATASET" on the SUBJ line
along with a specification of file names in the body of the message yields retrieval of the files from
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the DATASET. At the user's option the files may be held in NSSDC's ANONYMOUS directory
for retrieval or may be E-mailed directly to the retrieving computer.
NSSDC attempts to ingest most important new data arriving at NSSDC onto NDADS optical
platters while at the same time promoting the most widely desired data now in NSSDC off-line
archives onto NDADS. Users' comments on which NSSDC-hcld off-line data sets are most
worthy of promotion to near-line status are welcome.
2.2 ANONYMOUS Account Data
NSSDC maintains some of its most often requested data and information in directories publicly
accessible over DECrier and Internet through the ANONYMOUS user account on NSSDCA.
NSSDC services that provide ANONYMOUS access include the Satellite Situation Center for
satellite ephemeris data (ACITVE directory), Coordinated Heliospheric Observations (COHO) data
base for interplanetary mission data, NASA Master Directory (MD_DOC, GSFCPID), Space
Physics Data System (SPDS), and data standards support for Common Data Format (CDF) and
Standard Formatted Data Units (SFDU). Other supported NASA activities include the Research
Announcements from NASA Headquarters (HQ_NRAS) and the Cosmic Background Explorer
(COBE) mission. More complete descriptions of some of the permanent data base directories are
given below.
The COBE Data Archive contains data products and related documentation from NASA's COBE
project. Data from each of COBE's three insu'uments--the Diffuse Infrared Background
Experiment (DIRBE), the Differential Microwave Radiometers (DMRs), and the Far Infrared
Absolute Specu'ophotometer (FIRAS) -- are available in binary (e.g., FITS) format with
accompanying documentation.
The COHO data base has hourly averages of interplanetary solar wind magnetic field, plasma, and
energetic particle parameters for cruise measurements by instruments on Pioneer 10/11, Voyager
1/2, Helios 1/2, Pioneer Venus Orbiter, and other spacecraft making such measurements.
The DATA_DIST directory is used as a temporary staging area for user retrieval of data sets
provided by other on-line services including NODIS and NDADS. The files may be copied over
DECnet with the VMS COPY command. For Internet access one must log into the public account
ANONYMOUS@NSSDCA,GSFC.NASA.GOV and then use ZiP commands for downloading
selected files. In this latter case the user should respond "user@home-node" to the password
prompt for user identification purposes.
The CD-ROM directory contains selected images from NSSDC's existing CD-ROM collections.
The images are sorted by mission and target. Viewing software for DOS PC, Macintosh, SGI-
Indigo, and DEC VAX is included. This directory is intended to allow users to obtain sample data
and software representative of the data on CD-ROM.
The Models Distribution and Staging Directory was prepared to allow users access to NSSDCs
holdings of solar-ten'estrial models. Currently, posted models include the International Reference
Ionosphere (IRI), COSPAR International Reference Atmosphere (CIRA), Mass spectrometer
Incoherent Scatter Atmospheric model (MSIS86), Horizontal Wind Model (HVM90), International
Geomagnetic Reference Field 1945-1995, Tsyganenko 1987 and 1989 external field models, older
magnetic field models, AE-8/AP-8 Radiation Belt Models, Solar EUV Flux Model, and SOLPRO-
Solar Proton Fluences Model. The MODELS subdirectories contain all source code, coefficients,
and text files necessary to use successfully these models.
Interested parties may browse these and other ANONYMOUS directories offering other
information by logging into the ANONYMOUS account as indicated above, doing a DIR command
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on the root directory, and then calling up the read-me (e.g., AAREADME.DOC) from the various
directories of interest.
2.3 NODIS Data
NODIS is a captive account presently on NSSDC's VAX-9410 computer. It is accessed from
NSI/DECnet by SET HOST NSSDCA and from the Intemet by TELNET
NSSDCA.GSFC.NASA.GOV. (The Internet numeric address for NSSDCA is 128.183.36.23.)
In response to the VMS Usemame prompt, type NODIS (or NSSDC). There is no password
required. The system passes through a brief name checking sequence and then displays the
NODIS menu identifying several options arranged by discipline.
A brochure is available from NSSDC's Coordinated Request and User Support Office (CRUSO;
301-286-6695) describing the data and services of the NSSDC, including NODIS. For the
purposes of this data listing, we identify only the empirical data sets available from NODIS. It
should be noted, however, that the NASA Master Directory is one NODIS option, and descriptions
of ANONYMOUS- and NDADS-accessible data and their access procedures are another NODIS
option.
The datasetsdirectlyaccessiblefrom NODIS areasfollows:
.
.
Interplanetary Magnetic Field, Plasma, and Energetic Proton Data from multiple near-Earth
spacecraft for 1973-1993 (OMNI). Later data wall be added as they become available.
Empirical Geophysical Models (International Reference Ionosphere; Magnet.spherically
Trapped Protons and Electrons [AP-8 and AE-8]; Magnetospheric Magnetic Fields
[Tsyganenko, IGRF]; Upper Atmosphere [CIRA-90]; Corrected GeoMagnetic Coordinates
[CGM]).
. Astronomical Data CenterSource Catalogs.(Seelatersectionof thisdatalistingfor
identificationfindividualcatalogs.)
3.0 DATA AVAILABLE ON CD-ROM
NSSDC distributes many high interest data on CD-ROMs (Compact Disk-Read Only Memory).
The CD-ROMs cover space physics, solar physics, and astrophysics disciplines. However, nearly
three-quartersof the CD-ROMs availablefrom NSSDC areplanetaryinnatureand have been
suppliedtoNSSDC by NASA's PlanetaryData System. Most of theCD-ROMs containimages,
though a few containbinaryand ASCII data.
DOS-compatible and Macintosh-compatiblesoftwaretoretrieveand displaytheCD-ROM dataare
availablefrom NSSDC. Software issometimes availableon theCD-ROMs, though itwillmost
oftenbe suppliedon separatefloppydiskettes.All softwaredistributedby NSSDC isprovided on
an "as-is"basiswithout any support.
NSSDC issues a publication entitled NSSDC CD-ROM Catalog. This catalog gives brief
descriptions of all CD-ROM sets available from NSSDC, a guide to frequently asked questions
re gardinl.,, NSSDC CD-ROMs, a listing of CD-ROMs available from other locations, and ordering
informauon. The CD-ROM catalog is also accessible through NODIS (see section 2.3 of this data
listing for NODIS access procedures), and through the World Wide Web (URL--
http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/cd-mm/cd-mm.html).
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Most drieshavebeen factory replicated. A few for which only a modest request level is anticipated
arc create_l as CD-Recordable disks at NSSDC. These arc designated CD-R in the following table.
CD-ROMs Available from NSSDC
Spacecraft Number of
or Project Disks In Set Comments
Astronomy Astrophysics




114 selected astronomical catalogs
Mainly X-ray data
IRAS Sky Survey Atlas (ISSA)
























Cruise phase images of Venus. Earth. and Moon
Images of comets Halley and
GiacobinbZinner
Mosaic Image Data Records (F-MIDR, C1-MIDR.
C2-MDR. C3-MIDR)
Altimetry and Radiometry Composite Data
Records (ARCDR)
Global Data Records (GxDR)
Magnetic and electric field data
Radar data for Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, and
Moon
Mars Digital Image Map (MDIM)
Viking Orbiter 1 and 2 images
Outer planets fields and particles data








Polar Regions Outer Magnetosphere
Intemational Study (PROMIS) data














The bulk of this report is a set of three computer-generated listings from NSSDCs information
base identifying all of NSSDCs data holdings. The fwst of these listings, given in Appendix 1, is
from NSSDUs Automated Internal Management (AIM) file, which identifies and describes all
NSSDC-held data resulting from one (or a few) individual instruments flown on one spacecraft
and describes also the source spacecraft and experiments. The second and third listings are from
the NSSDC Supplementary Data (NSD) file. The first of these (Appendix 2) identifies
Astronomical Data Center source catalogs, and the second (Appendix 3) identifies other NSSDC-
held data sets. These listings reflect NSSDC holdings as of September 2, 1994.
4.1 Satellite Data Listings
These listings are ordered alphabetically by spacecraft name. Note that there is one line for each
spacecraft, one for each experiment, and one for each data set. Brief descriptive names, NSSDC
IDs, spacecraft funding agency, persons associated with the experiment and data sets, data set
media type and number of volumes, and time span are all shown. A list of NSSDC data set form
codes is included in the back of this report as Appendix 4.
4.2 Astronomical Data Center Catalog Listings
The Astronomical Data Center (ADC) is operated by NASA/NSSDC for the benefit of the
astronomical community. It operates in concert with similar sites elsewhere in the world, most
notably the Centre de Donn6es Astronomiques de Strasbourg (CDS) in France. It collects,
documents, and disseminates astronomical source catalogs and has recently agreed to support the
CDS in the collection of tables from astronomical publications that are extensive enough to make
machine access desirable but are not major catalogs. As noted previously, it holds essentially all its
catalogs on NDADS, now over 700, and has created a CD-ROM with 114 of its most widely
requested catalogs. Appendix 2 is a listing of all the catalogs available from the NSSDC/ADC.
Note that those catalogs on the ADC CD-ROMs can be identified from the accompanying source
catalog status code defined in Appendix 2 text
During 1993 the ADC began to make its information available via the Interact system World Wide
Web (WWW). From WWW users can learn about the ADC; access the NODIS ADC option,
which offers various query paths to enable various subsetting of the full list of catalogs; and search
a subset of ADC documents and brief descriptions. Currently, all of the ADC electronically
available documents are available on WWW, but the catalogs themselves are not.
4.3 Other Data Available From NSSDC
A few individual NSSDC-held data sets are from several spacecraft and instruments. Others are
from sources other than spacecraft. Yet others are empirical models. These latter data sets are held
at NSSDC for the benefit of the NASA research endeavor. Appendix 3 identifies these
miscellaneous data sets.
5.0 ORDERING DATA FROM NSSDC
In the early part of this data listing, electronic access paths to various on-line and near-line NSSDC
data were given. Relative to off-line data, one may order such data from NSSDC by any of several
paths, including mail (using the form at the back of this data listing) to
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NSSDC/Coordinated R_xtucst and User Support Offic_ (CRUSO)
Mail Code 633.4
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Persons requesting data from outside the United States should request data fi'om
World Data C.cnter-A for Rockets and Satellites
CRUSO
Mail C_xxlc 633.4
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771, U.S.A.
One may alternafively telephone NSSDC/CRUSO at 301-286-6695, send a FAX to 301-286-4952,
or send an E-mail to NSSDCA::REQUEST (DECnet) or
REQUEST@NSSDCA.GSFC.NASA.GOV. Also, there is an option on the previously discussed
NODiS menu enabling one to send a text message to CRUSO.
NSSDC will endeavor to send data on media requested. Response times will be prolonged when
there is other than media replication/mailing involved. NSSDC presently sends out most machine-
readable data on CD-ROM and 6250-bpi magnetic tapes. It has just started with 8 mm and 4 mm
tapes and expects to support CD-Recordable disks in the coming months,
6.0 SUBMITTING DATA TO NSSDC
NSSDC is intended to archive appropriate data from NASA missions and to archive other data
important to the NASA science endeavor that might otherwise become inaccessible for furore
research. If you believe you have such data and would be interested in archiving it at NSSDC, you
should call Joseph H. King, NSSDC director, at 301-286-7355 or send E-mail to
king@nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov.
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PAGI[ IDLANI( NOT FILMED

ASTRONOMY
Obtaining Data from the Astronomical Data Center
Catalogs of astronomical data listed in the Astronomical Data Center Holdings may be obtained
from the Astronomical Data Center ff their respective status codes indicate availability for
distribution. For catalogs not having a distribution code of A, documentation is sparse or
nonexistent, and a requester will often need to examine the data carefully for potential problems
and inconsistencies. The ADC generally distributes catalogs with status codes of C and, as time
its, will attempt to check these and upgrade them if requested. The NODIS ADC option can
to interactively submit requests for catalogs listed in Appendix 2.













Has been checked for consistency
Is distributed as received
Not yet checked by computer
Available in microfiche version
Availableinmicroficheand microfdm versions















































































































































ASTROMETRIC AND POSITIONAL DATA
ABBREVIATED TrII.E INI_RMATION
_c_e_ Motions of 20843 .Cape Zone Stars 1900 (Spe_ncer Jones+ 1936)
ucx._ taint 5tars, -40 to -52, 1900.0 (Spencer Jones+ 1939)
Prdper Motions of 8790 Stars with Ref to Galaxies (Klemola+ 1971)
Zone Catalog, -6 to -10, Equinox 1890 (Herz 1906, 1907)
t-roper Motions of 1160 Late-Type Stars (Fogh Olsen 1970)
Catalog of 3356 Faint Stars, 1950 (Larink+ I955)
Proper_-Motions for 437 A Stars (Fogh Olsen 1970)
Bonn 10: Catalog of 10663 Stars (Kuestner 1908)










Hrst Greenwich Catalog of Stars for 1925.0 (London 1924) 1 file
Second Greenwich Catalo_ of Stars for 1925.0 (London 1935) 1 file
Second 9-Year Astrograptuc Cat Reference Stars 1900 (London 1909) 1 file
(gatalogue of 964 Stars, Zones +5 to +15 (Fayet) I file
Tokyo-Mitaka Catalogue of Equatorial Stars 1950.0 (Tuzi 1962) 1 file
Second Cat of Fundamental Sta_s (SPF-2; Santiago-Pulkovo unpub) 3 files
Strasbourg Meridian Catalog (Strasbourg 1972) 1 file
1849 Stars-Proper Motions Exceeding 0.5" Annually CLuyten 1955) 1 file
Tl?ird Toulouse Catalogue, Zones +3 to +12 (Paloque 1937) 1 file
D Abbadia Catalogue of 14263 Stars, +16 to +24 (Hendaye 1915) 1 file
Proper Motions of 12590 Faint Stars, +25 to -20 (Cord 1972) 1 file
Yale Catalogue Trigonometric-Parallax Data (Jenkins 1963) 1 file
AGIO Cata__gue (Dieckvoss, Heckmann 1975) 2 files
Perth 70 B: Positions 24900 Stars (Hog, vonder Heide 1976) 4 files
Positions, Proper Mot 1981 Stars Near Alpha Per (Fresneau 1980) 2 files
AGK3 Catalogue by Right Ascension (Dieckvoss, Heckmann 1975) 1 file
Bonner Durchmusterung Supplemental Stars (Warren, Kress 1980) 1 file
Sydney Photographic C-at20457 Stars, -48 to -54 (Eichhorn+ 1983) 1 file
l-ourth Besancon Observatory Meridian Catalogue (Creze+ 1982) 2 files
Second Cape Photographic Catalogue, 1950.0 (Cape Observatory 1968) 2 files
Third Santxago-Pulkovo Fund Stars, +40 to ..90 (SPF-3; Loyola+ 1972) 1 file
Lowell Proper Motion Survey 8991 Stars Northern Hem (Giclas 1971) 3 files
Catalog of 5268 Standard Stars, Normal System N30 (Morgan 1952) 3 files
Yale Catalogue of Trigonometric Parallaxes/Suppl (USNO 1982) 1 file
Hrst Santiago-Pulkovo Fundamental Stars (SPF-1; Anguita+ 1975) 2 files
Cape Photographic Catalogue 2 (CPC 2; Nicholson+ lg84) 1 file
Sydney Southern Star Catalogue (Kin_ Lomb 1983) 3 files
Luyten Half-Second Catalogue,Second Edition (LHS; Luyten 1979) 1 file
,,_ntiago 67 Cat, 7610 Stars, -25 to -45, 1950.0 (Carrasco+ 1981) 3 files
Positions of 502 Stars in Pleiades Region (Eichhorn+ 1970) 1 file
JPL Long Ephemeris DE102, 1410 BC- 3003 AD, B1950 (Newhall+ 1976) 6 files
Yale Zone Catalogue, -60 to -70 Degrees (Fallon 1983) 2 files
JPL Ephemeris D'E118/LE62, 196(T-2030, B1950 (Standish 1981, 1990) 9 files
JPL Ephemeris DE200/LE200, 1960-2025, J2000 (Standish+ 1981, 1990) 9 files
Astrograp_hic Catalogue, +01 to +31 Degrees (Fresneau 1983) 2 files
t'erth75, Positions o-f 2589 FK4/F'_4S Stars (Nikoloff, Hog 1982) 2 files
NLTr Published Edition (Luyten 1979-80) , 5 files
Brorfelde Meridian Catalogues 1964-1976 (Brorfelde Obs 1968-1984_ 2 files
Washington Cat Visual Double Stars 1984.0 (Worley, Douglass 1984) 4 files
Cape Vhoto_aphic Durchmusterung (CPD; Gill, Kapteyn 1895-1900) 2 files
Occultation Double-Star Observations (Evans 1983) 3 files
Lowell Proper Motion Survey Southern Hemisphere (Giclas+ 1978) 1 file
General Cat of 33342 Stars, 1950.0 (GC; Boss 1937, ADC 1992) 5 files
Cordoba Durchmusterung (Thome 1892-1932) 2 files
Uranus-Voyager Reference Star Catalogue (Klemola, Owen 1985) 4 files
t_ape vnotographic Cat, 1950.0 (CPC;Jackson+ 1954-8, ADC 1985) 1 file
t:lements of Minor Planets for 1986 (Batrakov 1985) 2 files
Southern Durchmusterung (Schoenfeld 1886) 4 files
_Common Proper Motion Stars in the AGK3 (Halbwachs 1986) 3 files
Bonner Durcl'imusterung (BD; Arge_lander 1859-62, Kuestner 1903) 4 files
Lunar Occultations of IRAS Point Sources, 1986-1990 (Simon+ 1986) 1 file
Elements of Minor Planets for 1987 (Batrakov, Shor 1986) 2 files
Combined Lick-Voyager Reference Star Catalogue (Dunham 1989) 2 files
Carlsberg Meridian Ea Palma (Copenhafi_n & Royal Greenwich Obs 1986) 6 files
Elements of Minor Planets for 1988 (Batrakov 1987) 2 files
Photographic Obs Visual Double Stars (van Albada-van Dien+ 1987) 1 file
TH_ Parallax andP_per Motion Survey_ UK Schmidt (Murray+ 1986) 2 files
catalogue: t_ouDles with Common Proper Motion (Luyten 1940-87) 4 files
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SAO Star Catalog J2000 (SAO Staff 1966; USNO, ADC 1990) 3 files
A New List of Trapezium-Typ_ Multiple Systems (Salukvadze 1978) 3 files
Multiple and Double Stars m T Associations (Salukvadze 1980) 4 files
Trapezium-Type Multiple Sys in T Associations (Salukvadze 1980) 4 files
Positions, Proper Motions of 4949 Geodetic Stars (Khrutskaya 1984) 3 files
Southern Reference Star L_atof 20488 Positions (SRS; Smith+ 1988) 2 files
Na_etUne-Voyager Reference Star Catalogue (Klemola, Owen 1986) 1 file
Zone Catalogues Integrated (Yale Univ 1939-1983; ADC 1989) 12 files
Lunar Occultations of IRA_ Point Sources 1991-2000 (Simon+ 1989) 1 file
FFOrsUrthFundamental Cat and Suppl (I_4, FK4S; Fricke, Kopff 1963) 8 film
t, Second and Third Herstmonceux Cats, 1950.0 (Tucker+ 1983) 8 files
Orbital Elements of 3936 Minor Planets (Batrakov, Shot 1989) 1 file
Positions and Proper Motions (Roeser, Bastian 1988) 2 files
_Carlsberg Meridian Catalogu_e, La Palma (Copenhasen U Ob_+ 1989) 5 files
Fourth Melbourne General Catalo_ue (Me4; Melbourne Obs unpub) 1 file
Fifth Fundamental Catalogue, Basic Fund Stars (FKS; Fricke+ 1988) 2 files
Proper Motions for High Luminosity Stars (Valitova 1990) 3 files
Precise Radio Source Vositions from Mark Ill VLBI (Ma+ 1990) 3 files
Jupiter-Voyager Reference Star Catalogue (Klemola+ 1978) 1 file
Saturn-Voyager Reference Star Catalogue (Klemola+ 1979) 1 file
Astrographic Catalogue, Zones -02 to +31 (AC; Roeser 1990) 6 files
Astrographic Catalogue, Zones -02 to +31, X, Y Data (AC; AR11989) 6 files
U.S. Naval Observatory Zodiacal Zone Catalog (ZZCAT; USNO I990) 1 file
Positions and Proper Motions - _:_outh, Preliminary (Bastian+ 1990) 2 files
Zodiacal Catalog/Version XZSOJ (Schmidt+ 1979) 1 file
U.S. Naval Observatory Pleiades Catalog (Van Flandern 1969) 1 file
U.S. Naval Observatory K Catalog (Dunfiam 1978) 1 file
Tokyo Photoelectric Meridian Circle Catalog I986 (Yoshizawa+ I989) 2 files
Perth 83 Catalogue of 12263 Stars (Harwood 1990) 2 files
Selected Compact Radio Sources (Argue+ 1984) 1 file
Carlsberg Meridian Catalogue, La Paqma (Copenhagen U Obs+ 1991) 4 files
Astrographic Catalog Reference Stars (Corbin, Urban 1991) 5 files
International Reference Stars (Corbin 1991) 5 files
Catalo_ue de 2550 Etoiles Doubles (Couteau 1990) 4 files
Yale Trigonometric Parallaxes Preliminary (van ARena, W.F.+ 1991) 2 files
Fifth Fundamental Catalogue, FK5 Extension (Fricke+ 1991) 2 files
AGK3U (Bucciarelli+ 1992) 2 files
catalogue of Proper Motions in NGC 752 (Platais 1992),, 2 files
talogue of Proper Motions m NGC 7209 (Platais 199zj 2 files
Chinese GeodetiCal Stars Catalogue (CGSC; 1992) 2 files
General Catalogue of Stars (GCPA; 1992) 2 files
_Second Genera'l Catalogue of Stars (GCPA2; Lu 1992) 2 files
Fourth Preliminary Catalogue of Stars (PACP4; Lu 1992) 2 files
Orbital Elements of 4265 _linor Planets (Batrakov, Shot 1992) 2 files
Orbital Elements of 4646 Minor Planets (Batrakov, Shor 1992) 2 files
Giant Branch of the Fornax Dwarf Spheroidal Galaxy (Sagar+ 1990) 2 files
Tokyo PMC Catalog 85 (Yoshizawa+ 1987) 2 files
Tokyo PMC Catalog 87 (Yoshizawa, Suzuki 1991) 3 files
Tokyo PMC Catalo_ 88 (yoshizawa+ 1992) 3 files
Carfsberg Meridian'Catalog, La Palma (Copenhagen U Obs+ 1992) 5 files
Hipparcos Input Catalogue (Turon+ 1992) 5 files
Astrometric Std Region'Near NGP: Cat of 3.196 Stars (Pakulyak 1992) 2 files
Positions and Proper Motions - :_outh (Bastian+ 1993) 3 files
Bright Stars Supplement, PPM and PPM _.uth Star Cat (Bastian+ 1992) 2 files
B3CAT-S Photographic Catalogue (Yaguain 1993) 2 files
Hipparcos Input Catalogue, Version 2 (Turon+ 1993) 6 files
Tycho Input Catalogue (Revised version)(Egret+ 1992) 6 files
Tokyo PMC Catalog 89 (Yoshizawa+ 1993) ..... 2 files
Lick Northern Proper Motion t'rogram: NPM1 catalog tr,aemom+ 1993) 5 files
Lick Northern Proper Motion Pgm: NPM1 Ref Gal (Klemom+ l_'_JI 5 files
Proper Motions, UBV-Phot & Spectral Class Region 7092 (Platais i994) 3 files
Orbital Elements of 5566 Minor Planets (Batrakov, Shor 1993) 2 files
Prelim List of Stars from Tycho Obs (TICdata) (Halbwach+ 1994) 2 files
_90000Stars Supplement to the PPM Star cat (Roe,s_+ 1994) 3 files









































































































































Two-M.icron Sky Survey tTMSS; Neugebauer, Leighton 1969) 5 files
t-notoelectric _at: UBV, UcBV Mags and Colors (Ochsenbein 1974) 1 file
UBV Photometry of Bright Stars (J'6hnson+ 1_966) I file
UBVRIJICLMNH Photoelectric Photometric Cat (Morel, Magnenat 1978) 3 files
UVBGRI Photometric Catalogue (Nicollier, Hauck 1978) 3 files
l'hotometric Measurements in the UBVr 20 System (Magnenat 1973) 3 files
Photometric M.easurements, David Dunlap Obs System-(Magnenat 1974) 3 files
Vhotometric Measurements, Eggen (102, 65, 62) S_'stem (Magnenat 1974) 3 files
lheoretical Colours for F and-G Dwarfs (Bell 1971) 1 file
Magnitudes and Colours of O & B Stars in Vela (DenoyeUe 1974) 1 file
Narrow-Band Photomet__ of Late-TYl_- Stars (Haeggkvist, Oja 1970) 1 file
H-Alpha Phot Late-Type Stars II, Southern F & G DWarfs (Peat 1966) 1 file
H-Alpha Phot Late-T_e Stars I, Northern F, G, K Stars (Peat 1964) 1 file
Photometry Orange-R6d Ca I Triple in Late-Type Stars (Peat 1964) 1 file
Early-Type Stars Measuret:l" in Narrow-Band S3istem (Morguleff+ 1975) 1 file
Photoeleetric Photometric Measurements, UcBV System (l_colet 1975) 4 files
uvby, Beta Ph_ot for Bright O-G0 Stars S of +10 (Gronbech+ 1976-7) 1 file
Polarization Catalogue (Mathewson+ 1978; Klare+ 1978) 1 file
UBV, uvby-Beta Obs in Orion OB 1 Association (Warren, Hesser 1977) 2 files
UBV HR Diagrams of Globular Clusters (Philip, Cullen, White 1976) 6 files
Minip_hote C_italogue (Magnenat 1975) 15 files
Stars Photometrically Measured (Magnenat 1976) 1 file
Hydrogen-Line Absorption in Early-Type Stars (Bappu+ 1962) 1 file
41.00-A CN Band andC Band in GS-K5 Spectra (Gri_en, Redman 1960) 1 file
K-Line Photometry of A Stars (Henry 1969) ., I file
K-Line Photometry of Southern A Stars, Table I (Hen_ry+ 1970 1 file
K-Line Photometry of Stars in Population I Clusters (I-lesser+ 197I) 1 file
Strong Cyanogen Stars, Table 2: Photometry (.Janes, McClure 1971) 1 file
Strong Cyanogen Stars, Table 1, Table 4 (McClure 1970) 2 files
Scanner Abun_iance Studies i, Super-Metallicity (Spinrad+ 1969) 2 files
A Reference List tot the UBV System (Nicolet 1976)- 1 file
Photometric Standard Stars, M'agnitudes, Colours (Cousins 1971) 2 files
Homogeneous Measurements in the UBV System tNicolet 1978) 2 files
10-Micrometer Celestial Ob'jects (Hall 19721) 1 file
Flare Stars Gershberg (Shakhovskaya 1971) 1 file
100-Micron Survey olr the Galactic Plane (Hoffman+ 1971) 1 file
Stellar Ultraviolet Fluxes, SKYSCAN/TD-1 (Thompson+ 1978) 2 files
Stellar Diameters (Fracassini, Pasinetti 1979) 1 file
Extinction Data (Neckel, Klare, Sarcander 1980) 1 file
Balmer Lines Photometric Data (J. Mermilliod, M. Mermilliod 1980) 15 files
Five-Color Phot Blue Stars in Magellanic Clouds (Wamsteker 1980) 1 file
Observations in.H-Alpha (Ducafi" 1981) 4 files
OAO-2 Ultraviolet Photometry, Stellar Spectra (Code, Meade 1978) 3 files
Dearborn Observatory ¢=atalogue of Faint Red Stars (Lee+ 1943-1947) 2 files
Stars Measured in Geneva Photometric System, 3 (Rufener 1981) 3 files
Narrow-Band Photometry (Alexander 1981) 1 file
Photometric Data for the Nearby Stars (Hauck, MermiUiod 198I) 4 files
Homogeneous Red, Infrared Mags on Kron System (Jasniewicz 1982) 6 files
C,eneral Cat O Stars, spectroscopic and Photometric Data (Coy 1980) 4 files
Non-Solar X-Ray Measurements (Arens, Rothschild 1975) I file
uvby-Beta Phot 398 Members of Visual Multiple Systems (Olsen 1982) 1 file
Homogeneous Photometry Bright Stars on DUO System t'McClure+ 1981) 2 files
Galactic O-Type Stars (Garmany, Conti, Chiosi 1982) 2 files
OAO 2 Ultra-vlolet Filter Photometry for 531 Stars (Code+ 1980) 1 file
13-Color Photometry of 1380 Bright Stars (Johnson, Mitchell 1975) 2 files
Absolute Calibration of Stellar S_ectrophotometry (Johnson 1980) 2 files
Ultraviolet Bright-Star Spectrop_ot Suppl (Macau-Hercot+ 1978) 2 files
Photographic l_iags for Stars a{High Galactic Lat (Weistrop 1983) 1 file
uvby-Bet_ Data for Local Interstellar Reddening Map (Perry+ 1982) 1 file
.Four-Colour uvby and H-Beta Phot AS-G0 Stars < 8.3mag (Olsen 1983) 10 files
Intrinsic Colours of Stars in the Ultraviolet (carnochan 1-982) 2 files
Revised $201 Catalog of Far-Ultraviolet Objects (Page+ 1982) 2 files
Vilnius Photoelectric Catalogue (Zdanavicius 1983) 3 files
Revised AFGL In/rated Sky Survey and Suppl (Price, Murdock 1983) 3 files
.Stellar Component of the Galaxy, AFGL IR Survey (Grasdalen 1983) 1 file
Interim Equatorial Infrared Catalogue (EIC-1; Sweeney+ 1978) 1 file















































































































































H-Beta Photometry of Southern AS-G0 S.ta_. < 8.3,.ma,g.(Olsen+ 198_1,) 2 files
Photoelectric Mags/Colors VisualMultiple _ys icvauenquist lyolj 2 files
Revised Supernova Catalogue t_aroon+, lyoa) .......... 1 file
Photogr'apKic UBV Pho_tometrz:Open Cluste_ tMe_ illiod {yo4j ^^ , 3 file
Searcli for Ultraviolet-Excess Objdcts (Noguchi+ lyoo; ._ona_9_J 1 fileTwo-Micron Sky Surv_ey, Nearest SAO Sta.rs on POSS (Nagy I j 1 file
Vilnius Photometric catalogue (North 19_4) 6 files
Faint Blue Stars at High Galactic Latitude. IIl (Bergs+ 1984) 1 file
UV Interstellar Extinction Excesses for 1415 Stars (Savage+ 1985) 1 file
Faint Blue Objects at High Galactic Latitude (Warnock+ 1984) 2 files
Photoelectric Photometric Cat, Johnson UBVRI System (Lanz 1986) 17 files
Concentric Aperture UBVRI Phot, Globular Clusters (Peterson 1986) 2 files
UBVRI Photometric Standard Stars, Celestial Equator (Landolt 1983) 5 files
Stellar Distribution, South Gal Pole, Ptg V and B-V (Bok+ 1984) 2 files
Phot and Spe_r0_Phot Investigation, South Gal Pole (Eriksson 1978) 3 files
Stellar Distribution Near SA 127, SA 141, SA 189 (Ratnatunga 1983) 4 files
UBV Photoelectric Photometry Catalogue (Mermilliod 1986) 10 files
UBV Photometry of Faint Stars (V>14-.5) in M67 (Frolov+ 1986) 1 file
UBV Phot and MK Spe,:tral Ty_es in Open Clusters (Mermilliod 1986) 8 files
IRAS Catalog of Point Sources, Version 2.0 (IPAC 1986) 9 files
IRAS Serencl_pitous Survey Catalog (IPAC 1986) " 985" 4 files
Visual Double Stars with Early-Type Primaries. IV (Lina_Os_ 1 _ 1 filePhotometric Data for the Bright Stars (Hauck, Mermilliod 1 ) 1 file
Stars Emitting Radio Continuum (Wendker 1978) 2 files
2-D Classification, Vilnius Photometry M56 Re_ion (Smriglio+ 1986) 1 file
Tonantzintla Pleiades Flare Stars (Haro, Chawra, Gonzalez 1982) 3 files
Photographic, Photovisual and Photored Mags, SA 40 (Kolesnik 1987) 2 files
Photoelectric UBV Colours of Supernovae (Younger+ 1985)
Magnetic Field Measurements (Didelon 1983)
Supp1 to Diffuse Interstellar Band Measurements (Guarinos 1988)
Catalog of Infrared Observations (CIO; Gezari, Schmitz, Mead 1987)
Bright ubyy-beta Standard Stars (Perry, Olsen, Crawford 1987)
General Cat of Variable Stars, 4th Edition (GCVS4; Kholopov+ 1988)
New Catalogue of Suspected Variable Stars (NSV; Kukark3n+ 1982)
HST Guide Star Photometric Catalog (Lasker+ 1988)
Brightest Stars in the Field of M31 (Berkhuijsen+ 1988)
Brightest Stars in a Foreground Field of M31 (Berkhuijsen+ 1988)
Observations of the Ap'gtar HR 1217 from 1980-86 (Kurtz 1989)




















































IRAS Chopped Photometric Channel Observations ONesselius 1989) N/A
Diffuse Ini_rstellar Band Measurements (Snow, York, Weltz 1977) 2 files
Parameters for Eclipsing Binaries (Brancewicz, Dworak 1980) 2 files
Observations of VaHabl-e Stars (Feijth, Jurriens 1986) 1 file
Individual UBV Observations of LSS Stars (Drilling 1989) 2 files
Apparent Diameters and Absolute Radii of Stars (l_acassini+ 1988) 6 files
IRAS Faint Source Catalog, Ib I > 10, Version 2.0 (Moshir+ 1989) 9 files
Photoelectric Photometrzm the Vilnius System (Straizys+ 1989) 3 files
uvby, beta Photoelectric Photometric Cat (Hauck, Mermilliod 1990) 8 files
Asiago Supernova Catalog (Barbon+ 1989) 2 files
HSTColour System lsochrones (Edvardsson, Bell 1989) 14 files
Equatorial Infrared Catalog (Sweeney, Richardson 1990) 2 files
U_to-Date Walraven VBLUW Photoelectric (Nitschelm, Mermilliod 1990) 5 files
DDO Photoelectric Photometric Cat (Mermilliod, Nitschelm 1989) 5 files
ubvy (Eggen) Photometry (Nitschelm, Mermilliod 1990) 5 files
Washin_on CMT1T2V Photometric Cat (Mermilliod, Nitschelm 1990) 5 files
General Catalogue of Photometric Data (Hauck+ 1990_991 4 filesHomogeneous Means in the UBV System (Mermilliod ) 3 files
Geneva Photometric 4 (Rufener 1988) 5 files
Long-Term Photometry of Variables at ESO. I (Manfroid+ 1991) 3 files
Parenago Cat of Stars m Orion Neb (Parenago 1954, Malkov 1992) 2 files
Gen Cat of Variable Stars, 4th Ed (GCVS4; Kholopgv+ 1990, 1992) 3 files
A Reference Catalogue of Galactic Novae (Duerbec.k 1988) 3 files
IRAS 2Jy Redshift Survey.(Strauss+ 199_ ......... 4 flies
Catalogue of 166 Ultrawolet Extinction _.urves _r,,retowski+ l_r.Jzj a rues
Sternberg Astronomical Institute Supernovae Catalogue (Tsvetkov+ 1993) 2 files
Near IR Photometry of a .S,ynple of IRAS_Poi_ntSourc_s (Pou_u.e+ 1_2.) 3 fi!es
Cat Linear Polarization Measurements 5070 5tars tAxon+runs Iv/b) 4 ntes
uvby-beta Phot Hi-Vel and Metal-Poor Stars (Schuster, Nissen 1989) 2 files






































































































































































UBV Phot of Stars whose Pos are Accurately Known (Oja 1984-1993) 2 files
UBVRI Photometric Stars Mag Range 11.5 < V < 16.0 (Landor 1992) 4 files
_atalog of Infrared Observations (CIO; Gezari, Schmitz, Mead 1993) 9 files
Photo UBV Phot Star Cat Old Open Cluster NGC 188 (Frolov 1990) 2 files
30 Doradus OB Associations (Parker 1993) 3 files
Long-Term Photometry of Variables at ESO. II (Sterken+ 1993) 3 files
IRAB Minor Planet Survey (IMPS) (Tedesco 1992) 14 files
UBV Photoelectric _,Latalogue: Data 1986-1992 (MermHliod 1994) 4 files
lq_otometric study of Open Clusters IC 4665 (McCarthy, O_3ullivan 1969) 3 files












Preliminary General Cat Early-Type Emission Stars (Bertiau+ 1969) 1 file
Bibliography of Stellar Radial Valid)cities (Abt, Biggs 1972) 1 file
Faint OBStars between Carina and Centaurus (Lynga 1968) 1 file
Milky WayStudies, Centaurus to Norma. III. OB stars (Lynga 1964) 1 file
Survey ofFaint OB Stars in Carina (Graham, Lynga 1965) 1 file
F2-GSStars in a North Galactic Pole Region (Ul. n_1963) 2 files
G5 and Later Stars in a North Gala cfi'c Pole Region _fl.Ipgren 1962) 3 files
F2 and Earlier Stars in SA28, 54, 106, 107 (Upgren, Stkrbn 1969) 3 files
_F5and Later stars in SA28, 54, 106, 107 (Upgren, Staron 1970) 3 files
Vyssotsky s Catalogt_es 1950.0 (V_ssotsky+ "1943, 46, 52, 56, 58) 1 file
F2and E/lrlier Stars, North Galactlc Pole Region (Slettebak+ 1959) 4 files
Early-Type Emission-Line Stars (Wackerling 1970) 2 files
Stellar S"pectraClassified in Morgan-Keenan System (Jaschek+ 1964) 2 files
General Catalogue of Stellar Radial Velocities (Wilson 1953) 2 files
Rotation of Evolving A and F Stars (Danziger, Faber 1972) 1 file
MK Classification f6r OB Stars (Lesh 1968) 2 files
Abundances of Na, Mg, and Ca in K Giants, Table I (Peat+ 1968) 1 file
Abundances of Na, Mg, and Ca in K Giants, Table II (Peat+ 1968) 1 file
Scanner Abundance Studies II. Raw Data (Taylor 1970) 1 file
Scanner Abundance Studies II. Blockin 8 Fractions (Taylor 1970) 1 file
H Gamma Measures of R. M. Petrie (Crampton, Leir, Y6unger 1973) 1 file
Stellar Rotational Velocities (Bernacca, P'erinotto 1970-1973) 1 file
Michigan 2-D MK Types for the HD Stars 1 (Houk, Cowley 1975) 3 files
Spectral Survey of the Southern Milky Way I (Sundman+ 1974) 1 file
_pectral Survey of the Southern Milky Way II (Nordstroem 1975) 1 file
Spectral Survey of the Southern Milky Way IIl (Lode.n+ 1976) 1 file
Cool Carbon Stars (Stephenson 1973) 1 file
Ultraviolet Bright Star Spectrophotometric Catalogue (Jamar+ 1976) 2 files
SL:_.'tral Surve_ Southern Milky Way Uniform (Afidersen 1977) 3 files
S_lected Spectral Tyi_s in the MK System (Jaschek 1978) 2 files
Luminous Stars Southern Milky Way (Stephenson 1971; updated 1978) 3 files
Atlas of Stellar Spectra (Johnson 1977-1978) 2 files
Infrared Spectra for 32 Stars (Johnson, Mendez 1970) 1 file
Ap and Am Stars (Bertaud+ 1974; Bidelman+ 1973) 2 files
Stellar Radial Velocities 0-20 hrs (Evans 1967) 1 file
rOi_otometric Scans (Breger 1976) 1 file
arfs, Selected Data (Luyten 1970) 1 file
Southern Milky Way Spectral Survey, Earlier than A5 (Geyer 1978) 1 file
Michigan 2-D MK Types for the HD Stars 2 (Houk 1978) 3 files
MK Spectral Classif[chtions, 3rd General Catalogue (Buscombe 1977) 2 files
Stars Classified from $2/68 UV Line Features (Cucchiaro+ 1979) 1 file
Radial Velocities in Open Clusters (Mermilliod 1979) 1 file
Chemical Elements in'Peculiar Stellar Spectra (Levato+ 1979) 3 files
Catalogue and Bibliography of Mn-Hg Stars (Schneider 1981) 1 file
General Catalogue ors Stars (Stephenson 1976) 2 files
Revised Cat Stellar Rotational.Velocities (Uesugi, Fukuda 1982) 3 files
Blue Objects at High Galactic Latitudes (Berger+ 1977, 1980) 1 file
Be Stars (Jaschek, E-.grret1982) 5 files
List of Early-Type Chemically Peculiar Stars (Egret, Jaschek 1981) 1 file
Cool Carbon Stars Found with Baldone Schmidt Tel (Alksne+ 1980) 3 files
Faint Blue Stars near the South Galactic Pole (Ham, Luyten 1962) 1 file
MK Classification for HD Stars, +25 to +30 (jensen 198,_) 1 file
Luminous Stars in the Northern Milky Way (LS; Hardorp+ 1959-1965) 4 files
Copernicus 0.2-A Resolution Far-UV Stellar Spe,_tra (Snow+ 1977) 2 files
MKClassification Extension (Morris-Kennedy 1983) 3 files






































































































































































































ABBREVIATED TITLE FILE INPORMATION
Michigan 2-D MK Types for the HD Stars 3 (Houk 1982) 3 files
IUE Low-Dispersio n Si:_zctra Ref Atlas I, Normal Stars (Heck+ 1984) 2 files
Galactic O Sthrs (Cruz-Gonzalez+ 1974) 2 files
Sixth Catalogue of Galactic Wolf-Rayet Stars (van der Hucht+ 1981) 3 files
SKYLAB S-019 Far-UV Object ive-PHsm Spectrophot (Henize+ 1979) 2 files
Stellar Spectrophotometric Atlas 3130-10800 A (Gunn, Stryker 1983) 2 files
Stellar S.F_-t_rophotometry (Adelman+ 1989) 5 files
Rotational Velocities (Boyarchuk, Kopylov 1964) 1 file
A Library of Stellar Specira (Jacob),, Hunter, Christian 1984) 2 files
The Interstellar 2200-A Band: Eqmvalent Widths (Cuertler+ 1982) 1 file
[Fe/H] Determinations (Cayr d de Strobel+ 1985) 8 files
Bib Radial Velocities for Stars in Ope 9 Clusters (Mermilliod 1984) 3 files
Radial Velocities of Southern Stars with CORAVEL (Andersen+ 1985) 3 files
Visual Multiples. VII. MK Classifications (Abt 1981) 1 file
Third Catalog of Am Stars with Known $_p_'tral Types (Hauck 1986) 2 files
Spectrum and Magnitude Data Bank of Be, Bp, Bpe-_Stars (Page 1984) 3 files
LMC Stellar Content IlL Sp Types, V Magnitudes (Rousseau+ 1978) 1 file
Spectral, Luminosity Classes, Kapteyn ,_reas NN2-43 (Bartaya 1979) 2 files
Deep Ob'__ 've-Prism Survey for LMC Members (Sanduleak I969) 1 file
SpeCtra of Late-Type Standards, 2.0-2.5 Microns (Kleinmann+ 1986) 1 file
IUE Atlas of O-T'y__ Stellar Spectra, 1200-1900 A (Walborn+ 1985) 5 files
Spectrophotometric Standards (Massey+ 1988) 4 files
Close Visual Binaries. I. MK Classifications (CorbaUy 1984) 3 files
Bibliog_r,aphical Cat Stellar Radial Velocities (Barbier+ 1987) 2 files
Kuiper s Spectral Classifications Prop-Mot Stars (Bidelman+ 1985) 2 files
Stars with Ca II H and K Emissions (Glebocki+ 1980) 1 file
Stellar Abundances (Marecki, Strobel, Strobel 1986) 2 files
Interstellar 217-nm Band: Equivalent Widths 3 (Friedemann+ 1987) 1 file
Dwarf K and M Stars of Small Proper Motion (Stephenson 1986) 1 file,
Spect.rophotometry of Bright F_G, K, and M Stars. l(Kiehling 1987) 1 file


























































Stellar Spectrophotometric Catalogue (Burnashev 1985) 6 files
Radial Velocities of Bright 5outhern Stars (Andersen+ 1983-1985) 4 files
Spectroscopically Identified White Dwarfs 3 (McCook, Sion 1987) 8 files
Wavelength Dependence of Galactic UV Extinction (Aiello+ 1988) 2 files
Spectroscopic S_ellar Abundance Analyses (Koeppen 1988). _ 8 files
Mich/gan 2-D MK Types for the HD Stars 4 (Hour<, Smith-Moore 1988) 3 files
Radial'Velocities of Bi'ight Population II F Stars (Andersen+ 1985) 2 files
Henry Draper Catalogue and'Extension (Cannon+ 1918-1924; ADC 1989) 3 files
Optical Spectrophotometry Wolf-Rayet C and O Stars (Torres+ 1987) 1 file
Henry Eh:aper Extension 2 (Cannon+ 1949; ADC 1989) 1 file
Equivalent Width Measures (Luck 1990) ........... 16 files
Cool Carbon Stars Found with Baldone :>cnmidt Tel _AJgsne+ l_o/) 3 files
Rates of Mass Loss (de Jager+ 1988) 1 file
Spectrophotometry of Wo]f-Rayet Stars (Torres-Dodgen+ 1988) 1 file
Radial Velocities for 889 High-Proper-Motion Stars-(Fouts+ 1986) 2 files
IRAS Point Sources, 12-urn Flux > 25-urn Flux (MacC.onneU 1989) 2 files
Studies of the LMC Stellar Content (Rousseau+ 1978) 2 files
Interstellar Lines Catalogue (Garcia 1989) 10 files
MK Standard Stars (Carcia 1989) 3 files
Perkins Revised MK Type_ for the Cooler Stars (Keenan+ 1989) 3 files
Observed Periods of Ap Stars (Catalano, Renson 1984) 3 files
Atlas of Stellar Spectra, 2.00-2.45 microns (Amaud+ 1989) 1 file
Radial Vel Three Helds Along Southern Gal Equator (Denoyelle 1987) 2 files
Second Henry Draper Extension: Types, Positions 10639 Stars (ARI 1991) 3 files
Cool Galactic Carbon Stars, 2nd Edition (Stephenson 1989) 6 files
UV Atlas of Quasar and Blazar Spectra (Kinney+ 1991) 4 files
IUE Ultraviolet Spectral Atlas (.Wu+ 1991) ....... N/A
Ca II H and K Measurements Made at MWo (uuncan+ l_'Jtj 2 files
Cat Bib Vitesses Radiales Stellaries (Barbier-Brossat, Petit 1990) 2 files
Cat de Vitesses Radiales Moyennes Stellaries (Barbier-Brossat 1989) 3 files
_General Catalogue of Ap and Am Stars (Renson+ 1991, R%nson 199_. 3 files
l_urth Catalog of Am Stars with Known Spectral Types t_auck l_z) 3 files
Cat of Eq Widths of Interstellar 217 nm Band (Friedemann 1992) 2 files
A Catalogue of [Fe/H] Determinations (Cayrel de Stn3bel+ 1991) 5 files
A New Elbrary of Stellar Optical Sp_'_a (Silva + Cornell 1992) 4 files
Atlas of UV Spectra of Starforming Galaxies (Kinney+ 1993) 6 files
General Catalog of S Stars, second L,dition (Stephenson 1984) 6 files














































































IRAS Point Source Identifications (MacConnell 1993)
Radial Velocities from Ob_'tive Prism Plates (Stock 1992)
High Resolution Atlas of Symbiotic Stars (Van Winckel+ 1993,1994)
RR-Lyrae Metallicities (Layden 1994)
CROSS IDENTIFICATIONS
Transit Tables for Open Clusters (Mexmilliod 1979)
Table of Correspondences BD/CD/CPD (Jung, Bischoffl ,971)
Catalogue of Correspondences CSI/ADS/IDS-(Jung+ ly/,_J
Table of Co rrespgndences Giclas/BD_ (Mermilliod unpub)
Cross Identifications of HDE Stars (Bonnet 1978)
Correspondences CD/CPD, Zones -18 to -39 (Bonnet)
SAO-HD-GC-DM Cross Index (ADC 1983)
Dearborn Catalogue - HD Cross Index (Nag)" 1983) ....
Spectroscopic Binaries, Toulouse Catalog (Pedoussant+ ,s_s,_j
HD, HDE, DM Identifications in Open Clusters (Mermilliod 1986)
WDS-DM-HD-ADS Cross Index (ffoman 1987)
Identifications of Metal-Deficient F-M Stars (Bartkevidus+ 1986)
Infrared Source Cross Index (Schmitz, Mead, Cezari 1987)
HD-YBS Cross Index (Nagy unpub)
YBS-HD Cross Index (Nagy unpub)
Gen Cat Var Stars 2: Table 1 Nomenclature (Nagy unpub)
Gen Cat Var Stars 2: Table 6 BD/CD/CPD Correspond (Nagy unpub)
AGK3-BD Cross Index (Warren 1978)
BD-AGIO Cross Index (Warren 1978)
Gen Cat Var Stars 2: Table 4 Flamsteed Correspondences (Nagy unpub)
Gen Cat Var Stars 2: Table 2 Bayer Corresponaences (Nagy unpub)
Gen Cat Vat Stars 2: Table 5 HR=BS Correspondences __gy unl_. b)
Gen Cat Vat Stars 2: Table 12 Ross Correspondences (Nagy unpub)
Gen Cat Vat Stars 2: Table 13 innes Correspondences (Naj_ unpub) ,,
Gen Cat Var Stars 2: Table 14 Bamberg Correspondences _t_agy unpuDj
Gen Cat Vat Stars 2: Tables 15-18 OIC, VB, W, TV Cortes (N:igy unpub)
Gen Cat Var Stars 2i Table 10 Sonnebexg Correspondences (Nagy unpub)
Gen Cat Var Stars 2: Table 7 HD Correspondences (Nagy unpub),,
Gen Cat Vat Stars 2: Table 21 CSV Correspondences (Nagy unpuoj
Gen Cat Vat Stars 2: Table 8 AN Correspondences (Nagy unpub)
Gen Cat Var Stars 2: Table 9 HV Correspondences (Nagy unpub)
Gen Cat Vat Stars 2: Table 11 SVS Correspondences (Nagy unpub)
Gen Cat Vat Stars 2: Table 20 Pragex Correspondences (N_agy unpub)
Gen Cat Vat Stars 2: Table 19 Zinnex Correspondences (Nagy unpub)
COMBINED AND DERIVED DATA
FNKe_//_<Stars,completedata (Gliese 1969)
Supplement Data flV[orin1973)
Colours, Luminosities, and Motions Nearer K-M Giants (Eggen 1966)
Space Velocities of G and K Giants (Yoss, Lutz 1971)
Space Velocity Catalogue (Eggen1962)
New Kinematic Data For Bright 5outhern OB Stars, Tab 2 (Lesh 1972)
New Kinematic Data for Bright Southern OB Stars, Tab 4 (Lash 1972)
High-Velocity Stars (Eggen 1964-1965)
Reauced uvby, Beta Photometry (Philip+ 1976) .......
Probable Members of the SMC (Azzopardi+ 1975; u_naated 1W_)
uvby Estimated Astrophysical Parameters (Philip, Egret 1980)
SAOand Supplementary uata (Ochsenbein 1980)
Supergiant Stars (Egret 1980)
Late-Type Stars with CH, HHO or SiO Maser Emission _n_l._ 1979)
Masses and Ages of Stars in 68 Open Clusters _risKunov 1you)
Stellar Cat Attitude Determination in Space, Vex II.I (Stein 1980)
Geneva Photometric Boxes (Nicoiet 1982)
Yale Bright Star Catalogue, 4th Revised Edition (Hoffleit 1982)
CSI Cat With Selected Uata (Ochsenbein 1983)
Proper Motions, UBV Photometry, Region of 1%Chi Per (Muminov 1980)
Proper Motions, UBV Photometry, F?ur Open ,Clusters (Fm,lov 1980)
Space Velocity vectors of 2595 B and A _tars tralous tvozj
Kinematic Studies of Early-Type Stars (Rubin+ 1962)
Stars within 25 pc of the Sun-(Woolley+ 1970)
DDO Phot, Radial Vel, G & K Stars at Galactic Poles (Yoss+ 1981)
FILE INFORMATION
2 files 963 Kbytes
3 files 99.0 Kbytes
86 files 16.9 Mbytes
2 files 31.9 Kbytes
51 files 1.10 Mbytes
N/A
1 file 1.59 Mbytes
1 file 34.1 Kbytes
2 files 3.04 Mbytes
1 file 5.20 Mbytes
6 files 32.6 Mbytes
2 files 202 Kbytes
1 file 63.7 Kbytes
17 files 1.80 Mbytes
8 files 9.42 Mbytes
6 files 1.17 Mbytes
1 file 6.26 Mbytes
1 file 97.7 Kbytes
1 file 97.9 Kbytes
1 file 4.79 Mbytes
1 file 404 Kbytes
2 files 3.52 Mbytes
2 files 3.45 Mbytes
1 file 24.2 Kbytes
1 file 11.5 Kbytes
1 file 60.3 k'bytes
1 file 13.0 Kbytes
1 file 6.95 Kbytes
1 file 3.52Kbytes
1 file 2.64 _Kbytes
1 file 61.1 Kbytes
1 file 196 Kbytes
1 file 14.2 Kbytea
1 file 360 Kbytes
1 file 269 Kbytes
1 file 55.1 .Kbytes
1 file 261 Kbytes
1 file 64.2Kbytes
1 file 241 Kbytes
1 file 495 Kbytes
2 files 120 Kbytes
2 files 68.1 Kbytes
1 file 902 Kbytes
1 file 78.6 Kbytes
1 file 39.2 Kbytes
2 files 78.3Kbytes
1 file 668 Kbytes
1 file 37.1 Kbytes
1 file 1.21 Mbytes
3 files 40.8 Mbytes
1 file 693 Kbytes
1 file 198 Kbytes
1 file 893 K'bytes
1 file, 9.86 Mbytes
2 files 10.3 Mbytes
4 flies 2.91 Mbytes
2 files 58.4 Mbytes
3 files 419 Kbytes
1 file 164 Kbytes
2 files 185 Kbytes
1 file 251 Kbytes
2 files 342 _Kbytes





































































ABBREVIATED TIU._ FILE INFORMATION
Nearby Star Data Published 1969-1978 (Gliese, Jahreiss 1979) 4 files 374 Kbytes
Supplement totheBrightStarCatalogue(Hoffleit+1983) 4 files 866 Kbytes
CataclysmicBinaHes,-Low-Mass X-ray Binaries(Ritter1984) I file 505 Kbytes
UCL UltravioletStarCatalogue(Carnochan 1979) 2 files 7.77Mbytes
FourthCatalogofOrbitsofVisualBinaryStars!Worley+ 1983) 3 files 429 Kbytes
Seventh Orbital Elements of Spectroscopic _sinanes (Batten+ 1978) 2 files 271 Kbytes
Physical Parameters of Spectroscopic Bxnaries (Kraitcheva+ 1980) 2 files 172 Kbytes
Orb Elements, Masses, Lure of Close Binaries (Svechnikov+ 1984) 7 film 1022 Kbytes
Masses and Ages of Stars in Twelve Open Clusters (Myakutin+ 1984) 2 files 124 Kbytes
Combined List of Astronomical Sources, Version 3.1 CHill+ 1985) 4 files 29.8 Mbytes
Classical (Evolved) Algol-Type Binary Candidates (Budding 1984) 1 file 259 Kbytes
SKYMAP Catalogof 248516-stars, Version 3.3 (McLaughli/_ 1986) 1 file 146 Mbytes
Field Type II Cep'heids (Harris 1985) 2 files 14.2 Kbytes
Spectroscopic Binaries - 14th Complementary Cat (Ped. oussant+ 1984) 2 files 152 Kbytes
Yale Brigh{ Star Catalogue, 5th Revised Ed (Hoffleit, War/_n.,1986) 3 files 2.97 Mbytes
Data InventoryofSpace-BasedObs,Ver 1..I(Br_tzman+ |_/?.. 3 files 5.99Mbytes
Photometer and Proper Motionsol5tarsm Mo/ll-rolov+lye) 2 files 144 Kbyt_
Brightest_stars(Ochsenbein,Halbwachs 1987) 2 files 399 Kbytes
Hig__-Velocity Stars (Roman 1955) .......... 4 files 133 Kbytes
[Fe/H], Velocity Comp, Orb Parameters for I. _tars _:)nevelev t_,B/_ 2 files 185 Kbytes
[Fe/H], Dist, Vb,l Comp, Orb Par, Southern F Scars (Shevelev+ l_s/j 2 files 82.1 Kbytes
[Fe/H], Vel, Orbits, F2-K5 Dwarfs 801_"from Sun (Marsakov+ 1987) 2 files 125 Kbytes
Cataclysmic Bin, Low-Mass X-ray Bin, Related Ob i (Ritter 1988) 3 files 612 Kbytes
Spectroscopic Binaries, 15 Complemen_tary ¢Lat (Pedoussant+ 1988) 3 files 159 Kbytes
Ptolemy's Star Catalogue (Almagest; Manitus 1913; Jaschek 1987) 4 files 47.1 Kbytes
Astrophysical Parameters (Popper 1980; Malkov 1989) 4 files 87.9 Kbytes
Eighth Orbital Elements of Spe__roscopic tsinaries O:satten+ 1989) 2 files 349 Kbytes
Spectroscopically Selected Gal Halo K-Giants (Ratnatunga+ 1989) 2 files 16.3 Kbytes
Astrometnc Catalogue of Radio Stars (Walter+ 1990) 1 file 317 Kbytes
Stellar Maser Observations (Benson+ 1990) 4 files 2.93 Mbytes
MK, UBV Time and Latitude Stars (Sato, Kuji 1990) 3 files 116 Kbytes
Nearby Stars 3, Preliminary (Gliese, Jahreiss. 1991) , 2 files 949 Kbytes
ChromospericallyActiveBinaries(Strassmemr+1988j 9 files 289 Kbytes
Prelim Cat of Field Pop U Stars (POP2; Bartkevicius+ 1993) 7 files 17.0 Mbytes
Third Cat Em-Line Stars of the Orion Population (Herbig, Bell 1988) 5 files 470 Kbytes
Observational Data in Galactic Star-Forming Regions (Avedisova 1992) 5 files 2.98 Mbytes
Cat of Astrophysical Parameters of Binary Systems (Malkov 1993) 2 files 47.2 Kbytes
Chromospherically Active Binaries (Strassme!er+1993). 11 files 531 Kbytes
SKYMAP Catalog of 248558 Stars, yer as./_later l_,'J_ 1 file 147 Mbytes
Cat of the Objects in the Direction ot the SMC_(Bischoff+ 1988) 5 files 2.53 Mbytes
Catalog and Atlas of Cataclysmic Variables (Downes and Shara 1993) 5 files 530 Kbytes
MISCELLANEOUS
1 file 47.4 Kbytes
1 file 22.3 Mbytes
100 files 3.91 Mbytes
5 files 86.0 Kbytes
2 files 203 Kbytes
4 files 378 Kbytes
1 file 7.42 Mbytes
1 file 681 Kbytes
1 file 30.8 Kbytes
1 file 16.6 Kbytes
2 files 17.0 Mbytes
1 file 24.7 Mbytes
2 files 1.29 Mbytes
1 file, 26.6 Mbytes
2 files 230 Kbytes
1 file 490 Kbytes
5 files 14.3 Mbytes
31 files 10.2 Mbytes
3 files 21.3 Kbytes
2 files 287 Kbytes
3 files 1.30 Mbytes
11 files 999 Kbytes
14 files 1.73 Mbytes
8 files 2.95 Mbytes
3 film 166 Kbytes
Sensitivity Functions of Photometric Systems (Hauck+ 1976)
Semiemplricalgf Values (Kurucz, Pey_'emann 1975)
Line Sp6ctra of the Elements (Reader, Corliss 1980-1981)
UBV Photoelectric Sequences in SA 92-115 (Landolt 1973)
1K)SS Plate Data (Natl Geo SOc, Palomar Obs 1960)
Identification List of Lines in Stellar Spectra (Moore 1959)
IUE Merged Obs Log 4/78 - 2/28/89 IlUE NASA/ESA Obs 1989)
Finding List Multiplet Table NSRD_NBS 3, Sec 1-10 (Adeiman+ 1985)
Plate _enters ot the ESO Sky Survey (Holmberg+ 1974)
Plate Centers, Epochs Lick/Mt John Sky Survey CLickObs 1965)
Bidelman-Parsons Spectroscopic/Bibliograhic Cat (Parsons+ 1980)
Semiempifical gf Values for FelI (Kurucz 1981)
Multiplet Table and Findin_ List for Mn I (Adelman+ 1989)
Bibliographic Catalogue ot_ariable Stars (Huth, Wenze11986)
Bibliography of Statistical Methods in Astronomy (Murtaugh+ 1986)
Bibliographic Cat of Variable Stars, Suppl 1 (Huth, WenzeF1986)
ModeIAtmospheres for G, F, A, B, O Stars (Kurucz 1979)
Revised Yale l'sochrones and Luminosity Functions (Green+ 1986)
Constellation Boundary Data (Delporte 1930; ADC 1987)
EXOSAT Observation Lo8 (EXOSAT Obs 1987; Sternberg+ 1986)
Finding List Obs of Interacting Binary Sys, 5th ed (Wood-+ 1980)
Bibliographical Catalogue of Field RR L_ae Stars (Heck 1988)
Interferometric Measurements of Binary Stars (McAlister+ 1988)
Evolutionary SF_ctra of Galaxies (Rocca-Volmerange+ 1988)









































































































































Constellation Boundary Data (Davenhall+ 1989) 5 files 467 Kbytes
Energy Dist Stellar S_i_ctra. V. Normal Stars (Sviderskiene 1988) 2 files 267 Kbytes
Collimonal Exc Rates Formaldehyde (Green 1991) 5 files 350 Kbytes
Bibliographic Cat ot Variable Stars, Suppl 2 (Roessiger 1992) 4 files 7.91 Mbytes
._aint Photometric S_iuences (1980-1990J (Ritzmann1992) 2 files 126 Kbytes
l-iorizontal Branch Stellar Model Calculations (Dorman 1992) 14 files 574 Kbytes
Evolutionary Tracks and Isochrones (VandenBerg+ 1985, 87, 91, 92) 64 files 15.0 Mbytes
lests of Shock Chemistry in IC443G (Turner+ 1992) 2 files 66.1 Kbytes
Cat of Radii of Be Star Line Emitting Regions (Jaschek+ 1992) 2 files 45.8 Kbytes
Bib Cat of Suspected Variable Stars Up_date (Roessiger+ 1993) 4 files 6.83 Mbytes
Improved Collisional Excitation Rates Interstellar Water (Green+ 1993) 3 files 382 Kbytes
_archivesplaques photographiques l'Obser d'Alger (Bounatiro+ 1993) 2 files 296 Kbytes
rnotoemc Absorption Cross Sect (Balucinska-Church, McCammon 1992) 6 files 110 Kbytes
Orbital, Precessfonal, and Insolation Quan for Earth (Lasker+ 1993) 20 files 7.07 Mbytes
UV Radiation from Evolved Stellar Pop. I. Models (Dorman+ 1993) 11 files 902 Kbytes
Moon and Planets, Precess Formulae and Mean Elements (Simon+ 1994) 5 files 109 Kbytes
Bibliographic Cat of Variable Stars (BCVS), Part I (Huth, Wenzel 1992) 2 files 29.1 Mbytes
CD-ROM Containing 114 Catalogs (ADC 1991) N/A
NON-STELLAR AND EXTENDED OBJECTS
Rev New Gen Cat of Nonstellar Objects (RNGC; Sulentic, Tifft 1973) 5 files
Abell and Zwicky Clusters of Galaxies (Abell 1958; Zwicky 1961-68) 4 files
Star Clusters and"Associations, Selected Data (Alter+ 1970) 2 files
Polarization Meas Extragalactic Radio Sources (Eichendorf+ 1980) 4 files
Dark Nebulae (Lynds 1962 updated) 2 files
Pulsars (Seiradakis unpub) 1 file
Bright Nebulae (Lynds 1965) 2 files
Kitt Peak Quasar Cat, Selected Data (de Veny, Osborn, Janes 1971) 1 file
Third UHURU X-Ray Catalog, Selected Data (3U; Giacconi+ 1974) 1 file
Globular-Cluster Catalog (Arp1965) 1 file
Galactic Supernova Remnants Catalogue (Clark, Caswell 1976) 2 files
Galactic Supernova Remnants Catalogue (llovaisky, Lequeux 1972) 1 file
Reference Catalogue of Bright Galaxies (RC1; de Vaucouleurs+ 1964) 1 file
Fourth UHURU X-Ray Cat,_logge (4U; Forman+ 1978) 2 files
Second Ariel X-Ray Catalogue (2A; Cooke+ 1978) 2 files
H II Regions (Sharpless 1959) .... 2 files
Reflection Nebulae (van den _ergh l_ooj 2 files
Absorption Lines in QSO Spectra (Ellis, Phillipps 1978) 2 files
Strasbourg Catalog of Galactic Planetary Nebulae (Acker+ 1980) 2 files
Uppsala General Catalogue of Galaxies (UGC; Nilson 1973) 2 files
Southern Groups and Clusters of Galaxies (Duus, Newel11977) 1 file
Star Clusters/Associations. I. Associations (Ruprecht+ 1982) 2 files
ESO/Uppsala Survey of the ESO(B) Atlas (Lau'berts 1982) 6 files
Galaxy Redshihs (Rood unpub) 1 file
Bibliog!'aphy on the Surface Photometry of Galaxies (Davoust+ 1982) 4 files
Coma Cluster I. Data for 6724 Galaxies (Godwin+ 1983) 1 file
Wisconsin Soft X-Ray Diffuse Backgr All-Sky Surv (McCammon+ 1983) 40 files
Star Clusters/Associations. lI. Globular Clusters (Ruprecht+ 1981) 2 files
Seyfert Galaxies (Weedman 1977-1978) 3 files
Middle-Ultraviolet Photometry of Virgo Cluster Gal (Smith+ 1982) 2 files
Galaxies and Clusters of Galaxies I-VI (Zwicky+ 1960-1968) 3 files
CO Radial Velocities Toward Calactic H II Regions (Blitz+ 1982) 3 files
Revised Shapley-Ames Catalog of Bright Galaraes (Sandage+ 1981) 2 files
Extragalactic Radio Source Identifications (Veron-Cetty+ 1983) 3 files
X-Ray Source Pos More Accurate than 4U or 2A, 2rid ed (Dolan 1983) 2 files
Redshifts for Abell Clusters (Sarazin+ 1982) 2 files
List of Globules (Wesselius 1979) 1 file
Ariel Catalogue of X-Ray Sources (3A; Warwick+ 1981) 5 files
Near-lnfrar&l Source Counts in the Galactic Plane (Kawara+ 1982) 2 files
Markarian Galaxies (Markarian+ 1967-1981) 3 files
Morphological Catalog of Galaxies (Vorontsov-Velyaminov+ 1962-68) 2 files
traviolet Excess Galaxies (Mitchell+ 1982) 1 file
CO Observations of Galaxies (Verter 1985) 7 files
Dark Nebulae and Globules, Gal Long 240 to 360 (Feitzinger+ 1984) 3 files
Asiago Catalogue of Quasistellar Objects (Barbieri+ 1982)- 4 files
GalaXies Rotation Curves (Baiesi-PiIlastrini+ 1983) 2 files
Redshifts for Zwicky's Near Clusters (Baiesi-Pillastrini+ 1984) 5 files






























































































































































































IRAS Small Scale Structure Catalog, Ver 1.00 (Helou, Walker 1985)
Atlas of Peculiar Galaxies (Arp 19-66)
IR Mags, H I Velocity Widths for Nearby Galaxies (Aaronson+ 1982)
lsolat_d Pairs of Galaxies in the Northern Hem (Karachentsev 1972)
Galaxies South of Dec -30, Obs S_F_-'t_roscopically (Fairall+ 1983)
HEAO A-1 X-Ray Source Catalog (Wood+ 1984)
Second Catalo_ue of X-ray Sources (Amnuel+ 1982)
Isolated Galaxies (Karachentseva+ 1973)
Isolated Triplets of Galaxies (Karachentseva+ 1987)
Groups of GMaxies. Ill. The CfA Survey (Geller, Huchra 1983)
Systematic Properties of Compact Groups of Galaxies (Hic .kson 1982)
Groups of Galaxies. I. Nearby GrouEs (Huchra, Geller 1982)
Study of 1889 Rich Clusters of Galaxies (Leir, van den Bergh 1977)
CEDAG Catalogue of Clusters of Galaxies (Fernandez+ 1984)
Compact Groups of Compact Galaxies (Shakhbazyan+ 1973-1979)
Merged Catalogue of Galaxies (Kogoshvili 1986)
IRAS Asteroid and Comet Survey 1.00 (IPAC !986)
Open Cluster Data, 5th Edition (Lynga 1987)
POSS Atlas of Selected Molecular Cl6uds (Klinglesmith+ 1987)
Redshifts, Velocity DisI__ rsions for Abell Clusters (Struble+ 1987)
2810 Nearby Galaxies (Kraan-Korteweg 1986)
Radial Velocities of Galaxies (Palumbo+ 1986)
Morphological Catalo_ of Galaxies, Vol 5 (Kogoshvili 1987)
Star Clusters/Associatmns. IlL O]:__nClusters _Ruprecht+ i981)
Spectrophotometric Atlas of Early-Type Galaxies 1Pickles 1985)
Galactic Globular Clusters (Monella I985)
Southern Redshifts (FairaU, Jones 1988)
Asteroids II Machine-Readable Data Base (Lagerkvist 1988)
IRAS Surface Brightness Maps Large Optical Galaxies (Rice+ 1988)
Rich Clusters of Galaxies (Abell, Corwin, Olowin 1989)
Second Reference Cat of Bright Galaxies (RC2; de Vaucouleurs+ 1976)
Galaxies, Quasars Observed-in the IRAS Survey, Ver 2 (IPAC 1989)
Massachusetts-Stony Brook Galactic Plane CO Survey (Clemens+ 1986)
Surface Photometry of ESO-Uppsala Galaxies (Lauberts+ 1989)
Southern Galaxy Catalogue, 5_81 Gal South of Dec -17 (Corwin+ 1985)
New Optical Cat of Quasi-Stellar Objects (Hewitt, Burbidge 1989)
NGC 2000.0 (Sky Publishing 1988, ed Sinnott) .
Extragalactic DB I. Catalog of Principal Galaxies (Paturel+ 1989)
COS-B Final Database (Mayer-Hasselwander 1985)
SAS-2 Gamma-Ray Observations (Fichtel+ 1990)
Revised Reference Cat of Galactic Supernova Remnants (Green 1991)
Extragalactic Data Base II. The H I Data (Bottinelli+ 1990)
Third'Reference Cat of Bright Galaxies (RC3; de Vaucouleurs+ 1991)
Galaxies Behind Milky W_y (Saito+ 1971)
Spectrophotometric Atlas of Galaxies (Kennicutt Jr. 1992)
Southern Redshifts Catalogue, 5th Version (Fairall, Jones 1991)
Quasar Candidates (Crampton+ 1985-90)
CfA Redshift Catalogue (Huchra+ 1992)
Quasars and Active'Nuclei, 5th Edition (Veron-Cett)v+ 1991)
Photometric Cat of Northern Bright Galaxies (Kodatra+ 1992)
Multicolor Survey High-Redshif_ Quasars, z =/> 2.2 (Wa_en.+ 1991) ....
Accurate Pos 528 Hi-Z, Lum QSO's HST Snap-Shot Sur _sc,netoer+ ly_zl
Kiso Survey for Ultraviolet-Excess Galaxies (Takase+ 1984-1992)
Structure Parameters of Galactic Globular Clusters (Webbink 1985)
Einstein Obs Ex M-S Survey (EMSS; Gioia+ 1990, Stocke+ 1991)
Catalog of 558 Pulsars (Taylor+ 1993)
The Exiended 12 Micron Galaxy Sample CRush+ 1993)
Revised and Updated Cat of Qe_Os (H'ewitt, Burbidge i993)
Cat of 7582 Gal towards the Coma Supercluster of-Gal (Slezak+ 1988)
Cat of Galaxies in the Central 33 Deg'Fornax Clusters (Ferguson 1989)
Nearby Galaxies (Schmidt+ 1993)
Flat Galaxy Catalogue (Karachentsev+ 1993)
Catalogue of Galactic Supernovae Remnants (Green 1994)
CfA R6dshift Catalogue (Huchra+ 1993)
Cat of Measured Reflshifts of Abell Clusters of Gal (Andernach 199I)
_oaSars and Active Nuclei, 6th Edition (Veron-Cetty+ 1993)
tometric Mag and Colors of Galaxies (Lon_o, De Vaucouleu_11983)
Optical Identifications of IRAS Point 5ources twang+ lyoo, o/, j
U'of Michigan Cat of Emission Line Objects (MacA[pine+ I977, 78, 82)
FILEINFORMATION
2 files 4.15 Mbytes
1 file 27.1 Kbytes
1 file 33.4 Kbytes
1 file 69.5 Kbytes
2 files 284 Kbytes
1 file 249 Kbytes
1 file 239 Kbytes
1 file 53.4 Kbytes
1 file 19.7 Kbytes
2 files 15.0 Kbytes
1 file 7.03 Kbytes
2 files 5.18 Kbytes
1 file 48.0 Kbytes
2 files 1.03 Mbytes
1 file 18.4 Kbytes
3 files 11.7 Mbytes
8 files 7.14 Mbytes
6 files 2.21 Mbytes
43 files 86.3 Mbytes
4 files 65.6 Kbytes
1 file 658 Kbytes
1 file 1.45 Mbytes
4 files 592 Kbytes
1 file 3.14 Mbytes
N/A
2 files 25.0 Kbytes
2 files 523 Kbytes
22 files 1.40 Mbytes
N/A
9 files 1.27 Mbytes
4 files 1.39 Mbytes
5 files 7.49 Mbytes
3 files 27.1 Mbytes
1 file 41.8 Mbytes
4 files 1.35 Mbytes
6 files 2.53 Mbytes
5 files 1.27 Mbytes
1 file 10.4 Mbytes
20 files 23.8 Mbytes
5 files 12.4 Kbytes
2 files 22.9 Kbytes
1 file 515 Kbytes
6 files 9.75 Mbytes
3 files 868 Kbytes
2 files 766 Kbytes
4 files 1.27 Mbytes
2 files 42.5 Kbytes
8 files 6.21 Mbytes
5 files 934 Kbytes
3 files 110 Kbytes
4 files 55.5 Kbytes
4 files 101 Kbytes
2 files 1.01 Mbytes
7 files 70.4 Kbytes
3 files 222 Kbytes
3 files 297 Kbytes
4 files 134 Kbytes
7 files 5.72 Mbytes
2 files 479 Kbytes
4 files 238 Kbytes
2 files 115 Kbytes
5 files 745 Kbytes
3 files 53.2 Kbytes
7 files 7.34 Mbytes
3 files 61.0 Kbytes
6 files 1.06 Mbytes
2 files 1.09 Mbytes
4 files 112 Kbytes
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Edinburgh-Durham Southern Gal Cat - Cluster Cat (Lumsden+ 1992) 2 files
Photometric and Spectroscopic Obs for Elliptical Gal (Faber+ 1989) 2 files
Redshifts and Vel Dispersions for Abell Clusters (Struble, Rood 1991) 3 files
.,Optical Cat of Extragalactic Emission-line Obj (Hewitt, Burbidge 1991) 4 files
Kiso Survey for Ultraviolet-Excess Galaxies (Takase+ 1993) 2 files
Gal in 3.5 Degs of Fornax Cluster, Five NearbyCroul_ (Fer_mon+ 1990) 10 files
Cat of High-l_edshift Quasars, z >= 2.2, in SGP and F401 (Warren+ 1991) 8 files










Molonglo Reference Catalog of Radio Sources (Large+ 1981)
An Optical Catalogue of Radio Galaxies (Burbidge, Crowne 1979)
l_ourth Cambridge Survey of Radio Sources (4C; Pilkington+ t_o/_
Extragalactic Raaio Sources, Flux Den >1 Jy at $ GHz fl(uehr+ 1981)
1400-MHz Sky Survey, Maps Covering Dec -5 to +82 (Condon+ 1985-86)
Hat Creek High-Latitude H I Survey (Heiles+ 1974-1976)
Parkes High-Latitude H I Survey (Clear./+ 1979)
Argen_na-I-Iig_h-Latitude H ISurvey (Colomb 1980)
Berkeley Low-Latitude H I Survey (Weaver, Williams 1973)
Orion AEmission-Line Survey. (Jewell+ 1989)
53,522 4.85-GHz Sources (Becket+ 1990)
87GB Radio Sources 4.85 GHz (Gregory, Condon 1990)
Parkes Radio Sources Catalogue, Version 1.01 (Wright, Otrupcek 1990)
Molonglo Reference Catalogue of Radio Sources (l.drge+ 199_1)
31524 _.4-GHz Sources (White and Becker 1992)
6C Survey_ of Radio Sources I (6CSRSI; Baldwin+ 1985)
Deep 370 MHz Westerbork Survey (Wieringa 1991, 93)
Cat of 5 GHz Galactic Plane Sources (Haynes+ 1979)
6C Survey of Radio Sources II (6CSRSII; Hales+ 1988)
6C Survey of Radio Sources |If (6CSRSIII; Hales+ 1990)
6C Survey of Radio Sources IV (6CSRSIV; Hales+ 1991)
6C Survey of Radio Sources V (6CSRSV; Hales+ 1993)
6C Survey of Radio Sources VI (6CSRSVI; Hales+ 1993)
Low-Frequency Variable Radio Sources (Mitchell+ 1993)
Parkes-MIT-NRAO (PMN) Surveys (Gdffith+ 1993, 94)
1400-MHz Survey of 1478 Abell Clusters of Galaxies (Owen+ 1982)
5C14/SC15/SC16Radio Survey at 408 and 1407 MHz (Benn+ 1991)
1 file 2.21 Mbytes
4 files 277 Kbytes
2 files 383 Kbytes
2 files 433 Kbytes
N/A
2 files 82.8 Mbytes
2 files 4.00 Mbytes
2 files 21.0 Mbytes
2 files 44.8 Mbytes
1 file 1.03 Mbytes
2 files 2.25 Mbytes
9 files 8.47 Mbytes
3 files 1.40 Mbytes
4 files 1.13 Mbytes
2 files 2.08 Mbyies
4 files 94.6 Kbytes
17 files 1.72 Mbytes
2 files 76.2 Kbytes
4 files 438 Kbytes
4 files 444 Kbytes
4 files 298 Kbytes
5 files 211 Kbytes
4 files 378 Kbytes
4 files 111 Kbytes
3 files 3.37 Mbytes
2 files 90.5 Kbytes
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MISCELLANEOUS ADDITIONAL NSSDC-HELD DATA
Obtaining NSDF Non-Astronomy Data
As noted in the Introduction, the NSDF data are not associated with individual spacecraft
instruments. Rather, the NSDF contains composite spacecraft data sets, ground data models, and
computer routines. The non-astronomy data in the listing that follows may be obtained from
NSSDC by submitting a Data Request Form, which can be found in Appendix 5. Some of the data
identified in the following listing are also held at other data centers, which have primary
responsibility for their public dissemination. In such cases, NSSDC will forward non-NASA
requests for data to the primary data center.
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APPENDIX 5
NSSDC Data Request Forms
The following Data Request Forms are used to order data fi'om NSSDC. An explanation of how to
complete the form and where to send it is included in the Introduction under the heading, "Ordering
Data from NSSDC." The Astronomical Data Center section discusses specific details that users
need to know when they request data from this discipline.
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NSSDC DATA REQUEST FORM*
Requesters WITHIN the United States send order to:
National Space Science Data Center
Code 633





Requesters OUTSIDE the United States send order to:
World Data Center-A for Rockets and Satellites
Code 633
Goddard Space Flight Center





NAME (First, Middle Initial, Last) TITLE/POSITION (Dr., Prof., Mr., Mrs., Graduate





CITY STATE I ZIP CODE OR COUNTRY
I
TELEPHONE E-MAIL ADDRESS FAX
DATE OF REQUEST DATE DATA DESIRED (Our average processing time for a request is 3 to 4 weeks. Please
allow ample time for delivery. We will notify you if we cannot meet the date specified.)
INTENDED USE OF DATA (Checkall thatapply)
I_ Support of a NASA effort (project, study, etc.); Contract No.
[_1Support of a U.S. Government effort (other than NASA)
[_1Research and analysis project (individual or company-sponsored)
[3 Educational purposes (explain below)
El Use in publication
_1 Other:
[_ Preparation of doctoral thesis
IZl Preparation of master's thesis
_1 Exhibit or display
I_l Reference material
NSSDC requests the submission of all publications resulting from studies in which data supplied by NSSDC have been used.

























NSSDC DATA REQUEST FORM*
Requesters WITHIN the United States send order to:
National Space Science Data Center
Code 633





Requesters OUTSIDE the United States send order to:
World Data Center-A for Rockets and Satellites
Code 633
Goddard Space Flight Center














I ZIP CODE OR COUNTRY
E-MAIL ADDRESS t FAX
DATE DATA DESIRED (Our average processing timefor a request is 3 to 4 weeks. Please
allowample time for delivery. We will notify you if we cannot meet the date specified.)
INTENDED USE OF DATA (Checkall that apply)
13 Support of a NASA effort (project, study, etc.); Contract No.
13 Support of a U.S. Government effort (other than NASA)
[3 Research and analysis project (individual or company-sponsored)
E_lEducational purposes (explain below)
[3 Use in publication
13 Other:
[3 Preparation of doctoral thesis
[3 Preparation of master's thesis
13 Exhibit or display
I_ Reference matedal
NSSDC requests the submission of all publications resulting from studies in which data supplied by NSSDC have been used.
Please state briefly the research projects in which you are engaged and if you plan to prepare any articles based on this
research.































8x10 in.Books or Bound Volumes
Various SizeBooks or Bound Volumes
8x10 in.Unbound Hard Copy
IIxI4 in.Unbound Hard Copy
16x20 in.Unbound Hard Copy
Magnetic T__t_
EtA Analog Digital Magnetic Tapes
DB Reformatted Magnetic Tapes
DC 1 lx14 in. HCMM Digital Encoded
I31) Original Digital Magnetic Tapes
DE 8 mm Tapes
DF 4 mm Tapes
DG IBM 3480 Tapes
DR Original Restored Tapes




Mr Various Size Microfdm
Microfiche (Cards)
FR 4x6 in. B/W Microfiche




















4x5 in. B/W Positives




Various Size B/W Positives
5x5 in. B/W Positives
5x12 in. B/W Positives
4x5 in. Color Positives




Various Size Color Positives
8x10 in. B/W Prints
Photographic Film (Frames)
YG 4x5 in. B/W Negatives
YH 5x7 in. B/W Negatives
YI 8x10 in. B/W Negatives
YK 16x20 in. B/W Negatives
YL 20x24 in. B/W Negatives
YM 70-mm B/W Negatives
YN 9.5 in. B/W Negatives
YO 35-mm B/W Negatives
YP 16-mm B/W Negatives
YT Various Size B/W Negatives
YV 5x5 in. B/W Negatives
YY 5x12 in. B/W Negatives
ZG 4x5 in. Color Negatives
ZI 8x10 in. Color Negatives
ZM 70-mm Color Negatives
ZT Various Size Color Negatives




List of NSSDC Data Set Form Codes (Continued)
EP 16-mm Color Negatives
IM 70-mm B/W Negatives
IN 9.5 in. B/W Negatives
IO 35-mm B/W Negatives
IP 16-mm B/W Negatives
IV 5x5 in. B/W Negatives
IW 5x47-1/2 in. B/W Negatives
IX 9x80 in. B/W Negatives
LM 70-mm Color Positives
















5x5 in. B/W Positives
5x47-1/2 in. B/W Positives
9x80 in. B/W Positives
Strip or Brush Charts (Rolls)
SO 35-ram Strip or Brush Charts
ST Various Size Strip or Brush Charts
Disks





KS Sony Formatted Optical Disk
KV VAX Formatted Optical Disk
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